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Quick Words from the Chapter President:

PA-Z has shown growth over the 2019-20 year. Last year when this report was written, the
primary focus was placed on our increase in membership. This year, the chapter has increased our
activities to augment our campus image and further engage our members.
During Fall Initiation, we were able to induct several prospective members. We were thrilled to
welcome 14 new Tau Bates to PA-Z. The chapter has established a series of events to inform the
engineering students about TBP. These events include “Cookies at the Bent” and “Breakfast at the
Bent” where our board members station near the Bent on campus to be available to eligible members to
field questions and inquiries about TBP over food. We have had a formal General Body Meeting each
initiation term to serve as a formal information session for eligible members also. Compared to years
past, this is a substantial increase in advertising for TBP and the awareness of TBP on campus has
improved noticeably.
The Winter Quarter, PA-Z was happy to experiment with events that we have not pursued in the
recent past. This year, we were given the privilege to host the District Conference here in Philadelphia!
This was a great experience for us and members across several Tau Beta Pi chapters. The conference
consisted of all members coming together to address the topic of increasing the presence of this
organization. Overall, it was a tremendous success and networking with fellow Tau Bates and working
together collectively was a great experience to remember. Unforntienylu, things took an unprecedented
turn when the pandemic outbreak occurred which hindered our ability to host several events in the
spring term. Pi Day, which we always look forward to, was cancelled along with other events which we
had planned in advance. Similarly, the spring initiation was held remotely through zoom and was a
different experience for all of us. We were still happy to welcome 15 new members into our society
and hope that the situation alleviates so our chapter can go back to hosting events and getting our
members involved.
I am optimistic about the growth of the chapter in the future. This term marks the end of my
time as an undergraduate student at Drexel. Upon my graduation, I am happy to have set in motion a
strong succession plan with a full Elect-Board prepared to lead the chapter next year. Although we
have had some growing pains throughout the year, PA-Z is ready to continue engaging our chapter and
the entire college of engineering in the future.
Sincerely,
Millo Ling
PA-Z President 2019-20
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Project name: Breakfast at Bossone
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 10/22/19
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 3+35 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees:

Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This was the first event of the fall term for the new officers of the 2019/2020 year. To
start the term off to a good start and spread the message of our organization, breakfast was held in one of
our main engineering buildings (Bossone).
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Being the first meeting of the year, it was important to
spread the message of who we are early on so it resonates with more people. One of our long term objectives
is to increase our presence around campus and with the fall term commencing, this was the perfect
opportunity to do so and meet prospective members!
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $50
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): As this was the first official event of the term and school year,
the turnout was as expected. If their schedules permitted or classes ended, students showed up to grab quick
bites and learn more about TBP. We were delighted to converse with those who attended and tell them about
our organization. This has been a recurring event that Drexel’s TBP Chapter hosts over the years and will
continue to do so due to its success.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Saem Jeon - Treasurer
Jack Burger - Interested student
Roberto Baratta - Interested student
Ruturaj - Interested student
Timofey Averianov - Interested student
Rhyz Pereira - Interested student
Greg Olson - Interested student
Chad - Interested student
Eliza A - Interested student
Sandra - Interested student
Nick - Interested student
Gabe Sabie - Interested student
Lucas Baltisberger - Interested student
Jenny Tsui - Interested student
Seoyeung Park - Interested student
Blake Cleland - Interested student
Bon Im K - Interested student
Nick Mazoney - Interested student
Evan Wang - Interested student
Madeleine Walker-Elders - Interested student
Gabriel Grajewski - Interested student
Nate Reed - Interested student
Rutufaj Patel - Interested student
Samantha Ziegler - Interested student
Cassandra Lees - Interested student
Daniel Horowitz - Interested student
Jagjot Singh Kamra - Interested student
Reece Masucci - Interested student
Michael DeAngelis - Interested student
Nich Edinger - Interested student
Kar Singh - Interested student
Abhi Adhikari - Interested student
Alex Northrup - Interested student
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● Gabe sable - Interested student
● Jamie Wu - Interested student

Pictures:
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Project name: Fall GBM (Info Session 1)
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 11/04/19
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 7+4 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees:
Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This was the first general board meeting of the fall term to go over updates and plan
ahead for future events including the fall initiation coming up. Responsibilities included distributing roles to
the current board members in preparation for the initiation and making a tab on where the organization
currently stands in terms of fees, orders, planning, etc.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: With the fall initiation coming up in a couple of weeks, this
was a monumental meeting to hold because as the ones conducting the initiation, we need to be prepared
when it comes to deliverables, setup, roles, and fees.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): As expected, roles were distributed amongst the board members
in regards to the initiation and who was responsible for what. For prospective members, this was an
informative session on what to expect for the initiation. In addition, this session allowed board members to
address any concerns or questions others might have about the Chapter, future events, or other pertinent
information.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Xi Chen - MindSET Chair
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Abhi Adhikari - Interested student
Kristine Loh - Interested student
Alexander Ligier - Interested student
Alden Hoke - Interested student

Pictures:
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Project name: Fall GBM (Info Session 2)
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 11/05/19
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 7+1 Student

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees:
Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This was the second general board meeting of the fall term to go over updates and
plan ahead for future events including the fall initiation coming up. Responsibilities included distributing
roles to the current board members in preparation for the initiation and making a tab on where the
organization currently stands in terms of fees, orders, planning, etc.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: With the fall initiation coming up in a couple of weeks, this
was an important meeting to hold because as the ones conducting the initiation, we need to be prepared when
it comes to deliverables, setup, roles, and fees.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Once again, roles were distributed amongst the board members
in regards to the initiation and who was responsible for what. For prospective members, this was an
informative session on what to expect for the initiation. In addition, this session allowed board members to
address any concerns or questions others might have about the Chapter, future events, or other pertinent
information.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Xi Chen - MindSET Chair
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Kaley - Interested student

Pictures:
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Fall GBM (Info Session 3)
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 11/06/19
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 7+1 Student Electees:

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This was the third and final general board meeting before the fall initiation. The
purpose of this meeting was to finalize our roles and start preparing for future events and the initiation.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: With the fall initiation coming up in a couple of weeks, we
needed to utilize the time we had to plan accordingly and ensure everything and everyone is ready with
regards to deliverables, setup, roles, and fees. Furutremore, this session served as an information session to
prospective members who were unable to attend previous sessions.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): For prospective members, this was an informative session on
what to expect for the initiation. In addition, this session allowed board members to address any concerns or
questions others might have about the Chapter, future events, or other pertinent information. The agenda for
the initiation was finalized as well.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Xi Chen - MindSET Chair
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Mary Diane Boquila - Interested student

Pictures:
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Initiation Ceremony/Reception
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 11/22/19
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 7+14 InitiatesElectees:

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 2

Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: Our executive board - Millo Ling, Albert Hanan, Saem Jeon, Gabriel Holder, Srivatsa
Ganesh, Madeleine Pelchat, and Xi Chen - were all present for the big initiation day where 14 new members
were added to our Chapter! New members were presented with certificates, and Bent Pins. The initiation was
followed with pictures, refreshments, and the presence of newly inducted members with their own creative
versions of the Bent! Just like last year, we held elections for elect-board positions during the reception to
inform our new members of the interesting roles we have available.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: This was one of the most significant events of the year and it
is always exciting this time of year to invite new members to officially be a part of our Chapter. It was great
to see new faces be a part of the organization that will help us develop our presence. Furthermore, we
welcomed the new electees to our Chapter and hope they will represent TBP once the current board members
graduate. Furthermore, the fall initiation helps the executive board to plan ahead for the spring initiation
and decide if any changes need to be made based on this outcome.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $200
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The fall initiation served as the first major event the executive
board had for the year which is why each board member took initiative when it came to planning ahead,
practicing their roles, and ensuring that the initiation was a success. We were glad to cordially invite
prospective members and inducted them into the organization. Furthermore, it was great seeing new faces
and getting to know everyone better through icebreakers and socializing. Feedback from our board was
taken about small changes to be made. These will be implemented in the spring initiation.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Xi Chen - MindSET Chair
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Abhi Adhikari - Initiated member
Ryan Barrett - Initiated member
Michael Barsoum - Initiated member
Annibale Joseph DeLorenzo - Initiated member
Aleksandar Gonevski - Initiated member
Pratishtha Guckhool - Initiated member
Alden Hoke - Initiated member
Alexander Ligier - Initiated member
Kristine Loh - Initiated member
Kaley Nhu - Initiated member
Fausto Pasmay - Initiated member
Karan Sethiya - Initiated member
Kyle Robert Smith - Initiated member

Pictures:
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PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Breakfast at Bossone
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 1/27/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 4+29 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees: 1

Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: Several of our board members were present near the Bent today to provide free food
including coffee, doughnuts, and bagels for breakfast! Over the course of 1.5 hours, students swung by in
between classes to meet up with fellow officers and grab a quick bite. Information regarding this events was
relayed via email to the chapter and all members were well informed of the event prior to its date.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: This event was created with the purpose of keeping in touch
with the members of the organization, after the new year, and to provide insight on the upcoming events and
activities that TBP will be planning for the term. For this year, the event was one of our first efforts at
engaging the electees who expressed interest in joining the chapter. We want to give electees a chance to
meet members and learn about the chapter.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $50
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): We were very pleased to see several students stop whenever they
had the chance to eat breakfast and join us in discussing about the organization and upcoming events. This
gave us the opportunity to create several amicable relationships with members of the organization who we
had not had the chance to meet prior to this event. It was a great opportunity to catch up with board members
and tau beta pi members alike after winter break.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Kassandra Sloan
Timothy Curran
Simeon Kofman
George Guo
Ady tibrewal
Lisa Ta
Ben Lefler
Daniel Graciano
Jared Gdanski
Peter Kurtz
Joseph genovese
Samuel Kerr
Ashley Ranere
Ryan Barrett - Electee
Prajwal
Matteo Matijasic
Mohammed Alhusayan
Yash Kalebere
Alex Northrup
Phu
Riddhi Dhanik
Alden Hoke
Thomas Donnelly
Renaldo Fcaey
Yizhou Yang
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Project name: Winter GBM & Election
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 1/28/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 2+3 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees: 5
Participating: 1

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: The purpose of this meeting was to hold elections for the members recently initiated
and see who would like to be a part of the board. We went over an agenda that focused on what are plans are
going to be for the rest of the year.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: This meeting served to introduce newly elected members into
our board and go over their respective roles. After going through the election process and meeting the new
electees, we decided to talk about and brainstorm about upcoming events to do once spring term approaches.
One of the ideas in mind was planning for pie day!
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): We were happy to see new faces and recently initiated members
interested in new positions. Since our vice president and MindSet chair leader are going to be graduating, we
found new members to shadow their positions and take over the following year. In addition, we decided to
introduce new roles including a bookkeeper, a newsletter committee, and more!
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Abhishek Adhikari - Electee
Aleksandar Gonevski - Electee
Jessica Wilson - Electee
Karan Sethiya - Interested student
Kristine Loh - Interested student
Kyle Smith - Electee
Michael Reed - Interested student
Ryan Barrett - Electee

Pictures:
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: District Conference
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 2/14/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 5+3 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 5

Electees: 1
Participating: 10+

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This year, the PA-Z Chapter had the privilege of hosting the District Conference here
in Philadelphia! This was a big honor and we had the privilege to welcome district directors and other fellow
tau bates from different universities. The conference lasted two days and consisted of brainstorming, ideation
techniques, group work, and networking opportunities. It was a great experience, and we were happy to meet
other members!
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Collectively, all members from various universities came
together to brainstorm and resolve some issues including how to increase the presence of Tau Beta Pi at our
respective colleges. This involved forming groups with new individuals, discussing, thinking outside the box,
and coming up with unique approaches to tackle this problem and find solutions.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $230.81
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The District Conference was a blast! It was so fun meeting
other Tau Beta Pi members across the state and connecting with them to resolve an issue that is pervasive
and evident in many chapters. It was a privilege to host the event and we look forward to participating in
conferences in the future!
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Albert Hanan - Vice President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Kyle Smith - Electee
Pratishtha Guckhool - Interested student
Alden Hoke - Interested student
Mark Odorizzi - Alumni
Kaley Nhu - Interested student

Pictures:
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PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: G.W. Carver Science Fair
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 3/01/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 1+1 Student

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees:
Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: This was our first volunteering opportunity of the year for members interested in
volunteering at a science fair. Specifically, these members would help with the setup which included setting
up chairs, table cloths, chairs, and decorations. In addition, this was a collaboration with other organizations
so it allowed members who volunteered to reach out and meet others from different backgrounds.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Volunteering is a consequential part of our organization.
We strive to find more chances at volunteering events because it is always great to give back to communities
or make a difference in people’s lives. In this case, the science fair is aimed to convince more children to
pursue STEM related careers.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Since everyone contributed and worked efficiently, the set up of
the entire fair only lasted 2 hours! It was a nice way to spend a weekend and help out. We are looking to
have more volunteering opportunities like this in the future.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
● Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
● Matteo Matijasic - Interested student

Pictures:
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PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Pie Eating Contest
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 3/14/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 0

Electees:

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 1

Participating: 0

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: Every year, our organization looks forward to pie day because it is one of our biggest
events and several members and non members come to participate in the activities that are set up.
Unfortunately, due to the situation at the time, we had to cancel the event even though preparations were
made in advance.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Pie day is a fun event that usually has the most people
participating, which is why it is a great opportunity for us to introduce our organization and chapter to new
prospective members and communicate with them in a fun way.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Although we did not have the event, we will be keeping all the
items and decorations we have for next year and hope to have a large turnout if the situation becomes better.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
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PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Spring GBM/Info Session
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 5/15/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 3+10 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 0.5

Electees:

Participating: 0.5

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: Similar to the winter GBM, we held a spring meeting for prospective members who
are going to be initiated in the spring. Events, information, opportunities, and scholarships were some of the
main topics addressed in this meeting to provide students with a better understanding of our chapter.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: This session allowed us to address any questions or
concerns students may have about joining the chapter. We notified them what it means to be a Tau Bate and
the perks that come with being a member.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): We were genuinely pleased with the turnout, as many people
seemed to be interested in joining the chapter and had questions, which showed their interest. It was
important as well that they show up because given the Covid-19 situation, spring initiation and upcoming
events are subject to change in terms of what will be held remotely and what will be cancelled.
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Participants:
● Millo Ling - President
● Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
● Saem Jeon - Treasure
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Chapter:
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Project number: 12

PA-Z

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Project name: Spring Initiation
Project area: __ Community/ Liberal Culture
X Chapter/ Social

Date(s) of Project: 6/05/20
__ University/ College
__ Profession/ Prof. Dev
__ Education/ Engineering
.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 5+15 Students

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 1

Electees: 2

Participating: 1

DESCRIPTION:
I. General Description: Ths was the first spring initiation that was conducted remotely of course due to the
pandemic. We held the initiation on zoom and followed the scripts and powerpoints provided by HQ for the
initiation.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Although the format and preparation process for this was
different, the objective was still the same. We provided the initiates with a history of our chapter and Tau
Beta Pi as well as acknowledged their scholastic achievements.
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes X No
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $0.00
V. Special Problems:
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Surprisingly, the initiation was more successful than we had
anticipated. Everyone who was initiated showed up on time and the transition process was smooth. There
were no issues with zoom and the audio worked out well. We are happy to initiate new members into our
chapter and will be planning ahead for summer term to keep them updated on events to come!
VII. Index of Exhibits: Attachments/Photos
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Participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Millo Ling - President
Srivatsa Ganesh - Secretary
Saem Jeon - Treasure
Gabe Holder - Events Coordinator
Madeleine Pelchat - Webmaster
Abhishek Adhikari - Electee
A.J. DeLorenzo - Electee
Katherine Comisac - Initiated member
Cyra Gallano - Initiated member
Liam Heisler - Initiated member
Alex Kalesnik - Initiated member
Anna Kloiber - Initiated member
Joel Krakower - Initiated member
Hieu Mai - Initiated member
Jaclyn McLaughlin - Initiated member
Marc Mounzer - Initiated member
Morgan Peterson - Initiated member
Laura Raquet - Initiated member
Connor Silvia - Initiated member
Thomas Stief - Initiated member
Jennifer Williams - Initiated member
Man Yeung - Initiated member
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